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Akora is a collection of six beautiful residences, nestled in the coveted coastal suburb of Newport, on Sydney's exclusive

upper Northern Beaches. With a combination of two and three bedroom configurations, Akora promises the lifestyle you

have always dreamt about.Domain Project Sales is now able to take you through the nearly completed apartments at

Akora Newport. We have scheduled inspections every Saturday from 11am-12pm. You can also contact us for a private

inspection, at a time that better suits you.For additional information on Akora, please visit:

https://realestateprojects.au/projects/akora/Apartment 3 radiates sophistication, featuring three bedrooms and two

bathrooms and is situated on the ground floor. With an internal area of 110 square meters and a total space of 196 square

meters, this home presents a coveted northerly orientation, encouraging residents to savour tranquil breakfasts on the

delightful deck.Positioned half-way between the Pacific Ocean and the beautiful waters of Pittwater, these opulent

apartments, designed by award-winning architect, Giles Tribe, offer a new standard in luxury coastal living. With all the

finer details that a downsizer could wish for in a luxury coastal retreat,Akora beckons as a destination for those seeking to

live on the iconic Northern Beaches. Bid farewell to the burdens of excessive maintenance, as these residences offer the

perfect blend of comfortand manageability. With spacious single-story layouts and convenient full-lift access, your

mobility is effortlessly catered to, for decades to come. Step inside and be enchanted by the timeless neutral interiors,

awaiting your personal touch. The white-smoked American Oak floorboards adorn the living areas, providing a serene

canvas for a relaxed yet sophisticated beach side lifestyle. The allure of pristine beaches & outdoor lifestyle beckons.

Experience the epitome of coastal living in Newport. Immerse yourself in the vibrant local community, where the

charming Village shops offer a treasure trove of delights waiting to be discovered. Dive into the thrill of surf and sail at the

local clubs embracing the invigorating spirit of the sea. Let Newport weave its magic, captivating your heart withits

sun-kissed shores, close-knit community, and endless opportunities for adventure, creating a life that is both serene and

exhilarating. Disclaimer We have obtained all information in this document from the relevant Developer entity whose

sources we believe to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. Prospective purchasers are advised to carry

out their own investigations. All images are artist renders.


